
  

Spin glass dynamics below T
g

1. Dynamic approach to SK spin glass - reminder

2. General equation for  Slow Cooling (L.Ioffe, 
Phys.Rev. B38, 5181, 1988, also ZhETF 93, 343, 1987)

3. Solution of the SC eqs near T
c
, comparison with 

the RSB results

4.  Simplest non-trivial example of  history-
dependent  non-ergodic response 

Chapter 2.3   in   “Spin Glasses and related problems”, 
      Vik.Dotsenko, M. Feigel'man and L.Ioffe (1990)



  

& Phys. Rev. B 25, 6860 (1982)

Order parameter:

Distribution of random J
ij

Z is the number of nearest neighbours



  

Objects of interest:   pair spin correlation function



  

Dynamic generating functional:

Response function: (t > t')



  

Averaging over J
ij

is possible since Z = 1

here

Decoupling of  the 4-th order terms:



  



  

Key quantity: Effective kinetic coefficient

is finite (it will be proven later)

Then diverges  at 



  

Dynamics below T
c

Averaging over random J  +  time-dependence of T



  

Mean-field approximation:

The equivalent problem:  Langevin  equation with noise



  

Fast and slow response and correlations
FDT:

Slow parts Fast parts

Slow part:

Variance: 



  



  

Fast dynamics on top of frozen magnetization

Stability condition:

via  FDT In fact  it is equality !

Fast response: Exponent is determined from:

(Sompolinsky-Zippelius 1982)



  

Equations for slow response

At

Basic equations for slow cooling description of the SK spin glass

dm(t
1
)/dh(t

2
)



  

Explicit form of SC Eqs near T
c

In the leading order over     we find equation for anomalous part of response:

= 0

Reparametrization invariance:



  

Solution for monotonic cooling

and h = 0

The solution is:

It leads to the result for  field-cooled susceptibitiy: 



  

Comparison between SC and RSB  approaches

In the leading order  over     << 1   the results
          for physical quantities coincide  

discrepancy



  

Internal energy in SC and RSB:

Marginal  stability condition helps to  calculate  the above integral to high order in    

  SQ process results in a non-equilibrium state.  However,  probably
  this state is  most relevant in terms of  physical observables



  

How can we see hierarchical nature of SG states ?

Consider non-monotonic variation of temperature:

Partial
annealing

How  will it  affect 
anomalous response ?



  

Solution of the SC equations 

Solution:

“Memory”  was partially  erased during annealing 



  

Few problems to solve

●  Derive and solve  SC equations near Tc  for XY spin glass 
and Heisenberg spin glass (the most interesting quantity to 
look for is “transverse stiffness”).

● Consider slow cooling  trajectory on the (T,h) plane of Ising 
spin glass, of circular form with center at the point  T=Tc(1-
  where  << 1,  and h=0.  Assuming that maximal field is 
<< than Almeida-Thouless field  hAT ~ 


try to describe 

the effect of such rotation  in the parameter space.
● Consider “hysteresis loop”  due to variation of magnetic 

field  from 0 to +h0 than to -h0.  Calculate resulting 
magnetization.
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